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Peltor Sound Trap
The compact “hearing” hearing protector
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Sound Trap - A compact tiny roughneck
A hearing protector with unique features for hunters and shooters.

hearing protector is designed to reduce
hazardous impulse noise from fire-
arms to harmless levels within 5 milli-
seconds. This minimises the risk of
hazardous noise reaches the ear with
risk of permanent damage.
Peltor Sound Trap is a hearing protec-
tor that listens when appropriate and
also attenuates when appropriate.
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To be able to hear weak sounds and at the
same time be protected against loud
sounds is a formidable task. However,
with the Peltor Sound Trap, this becomes
possible.
Sound Trap effectively perceives and
localizes weak sounds.

Separate microphone, receiver, ampli-
fier and volume control in each cup give
Sound Trap true stereophonic reception.
Impulsive noise immediately attenuated.
Assisted by an ”electronic vent,” the

Peltor Sound Trap is a small and flexible
hearing protector easy folded into a small
package.

Lightweight

The low total weight of only 250 gram
(8.8 oz.) provides unique comfort char-
acteristics, highly appreciated when used
for long periods. Notwithstanding the
compact design, Sound Trap has a unique
capa-city. Four 1.5V AAA batteries give
Sound Trap an outstanding 200 hours of
service. In addition, Sound Trap is
equipped, as all other Peltor hearing pro-
tectors, with the unique spring steel head-
band that retains its elasticity better than
ordinary plastic headbands.

in a pocket or bag during transportation.

Audio input as a standard feature
To further improve communication
possibles, Sound Trap is equipped with
an electrical audio input jack for con-
nection of two-way radios, telephones
and portable cassette or CD players.

Tested and CE-approved
Sound Trap is tested and approved in
accordance with the new European stan-
dard pr EN 352-4 and also relevant parts
of EN 352-1:1993.

Small, compact and foldable

Sound Trap is a small, flexible and
foldable hearing protector. When fold-
ed, Sound Trap is transformed into the
shape of a ball, properly sized for storage

Only benefits
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Fulfils the EMC require-
ments  for electromagnetic
compatibility.

World leader in hearing protection and communication in noisy environments.
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